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REMINDER! ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING 
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE INDUSTRY LUNCHEON





MARK YOUR CALENDAR! 



MEMBER OF THE MONTH

Cory Wright
Crowley Maritime Corporation 

Peter Bennett
Millennium Bulk Terminals 





McCall Company History
Established in 1936 by W. Calder McCall. The company has been the primary supplier of home heating oil in 
Portland for many years and expanded to supply bunker fuel, chemicals and asphalt in the 70’s.

Today this privately owned corporation is part of McCall Enterprises and is owned and managed by third 
generation family member shareholders. 

MOCC’s marine terminal is located in the Guilds Lake Industrial Area on N.W. Front Avenue 

The company employs 25 management and terminal employees which are represented under a collective 
bargaining agreement with the Inland Boatmen’s Union. 



Terminal

• 18 acres on NW Front Ave.

Waterfront Facilities

• 922’ Willamette River dock designed for 
liquid product transfer

Asphalt and Heavy Oil System

• 1 million bbls of heated storage tanks

• Blending plant 

• 3 lane truck rack

• 11 rail car spots

Distillate and Bio-Diesel System

• Connected to the Olympic Pipeline 

• 120 thousand bbls of distillate storage

• 20 thousand bbls of bio diesel storage

• 4 lane truck rack with Accu load blending 
system

• Additional tank expansion area available



McCall Clean Fuels
Supplies 30 million gallons of #2 ULSD Diesel, ECA Fuel, Home Heating and Transportation Fuel. (No 
gasoline or ethanol)

#2 ULSD sold by McCall contains less than 15 parts per million to meet or exceed federal  sulfur 
requirements and minimum flash of 140c for marine vessels

Provides various blends of UCO, SME and CME Bio-Diesel in Regional Market (B5, B10 and B20 blends are 
most common)

Home to Sequential Bio-Diesel, the first large scale commercially viable Used Cooking Oil Bio-Diesel 
producer in Oregon. Produce 12,000,000 gals/yr

First regional terminal to provide Renewable Diesel in Portland

Registered party in the Oregon Low Carbon Fuel Standard

Registered party in the EPA clean fuel program 

Note: SME Soy methal esters CME is Canola methal esters.



Olympic Overview



Petroleum Fuels  (Produced by a Fractional Distillation Process)



Bio-Diesel  (utilizes a transesterification process ) 



Renewable Diesel (Using Organic Materials – To make what we call Tallow)

Renewable Diesel meets 
(exceeds) the ASTM D975 

Standards used for Diesel Fuel

The process is similar to how we produce petroleum fuels



Why are the Carbon Reduction numbers so 
important?

Renewable Diesel is on the left-side 

Petro-Diesel is on the right-side

The black smoke is Carbon

To watch the full video – go to:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eww6GY45TgE 



McCall Asphalt Products 
WHAT IS ASPHALT?
Asphalt, also known as bitumen is a sticky, black and highly viscous liquid or semi-
solid form of petroleum. It may be found in natural deposits or may be a refined 
product; it is a substance classed as a pitch.

Primary uses:

Road Paving – Asphalt paving is infinitely reclaimable, recyclable, reusable and 
renewable high percentage of recycled materials RAP, RAZ, GTR.

It produces a cost effective smooth long lasting surface and can be placed into 
service quickly reducing delays and congestion. (Compare to cement) 

Roofing Sector – Rolled and  mopped roofing, three tab shingles, and sealers.

Water Proofing

McCall purchases asphalt by rail from West Coast, Rockies and Canadian refineries 
and imports via vessel from Europe, Venezuela, and Asian producers.



Transportation Modes



Petroleum Fuels  (Produced by a Fractional Distillation Process)



Bottom of the barrel-Three primary 
products
LIQUID ASPHALT PETROLEUM COKE



Bunker Fuel



Recycled Materials

RECYCLED ASPHALT PAVEMENT RECYCLED ASPHALT SHINGLE (RAZ)



GTR-Ground Tire Rubber *Mandated in CA, AZ



Why is Asphalt an environmentally 
friendly product?
Best use for the Bottom of the barrel. 

No carbon is burnt and released in the air.

All carbon is sequestered in the finished product. (Pavement or roofing material).

Heavy concentration of recycled materials RAP, RAV & GTR.

So when you smell asphalt and go “Oh Gross” remember the 

4 R’s its reclaimable, recyclable, reusable and renewable



Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECAs) or 
Emission Control Areas (ECAs)
Are sea areas in which stricter controls were established to minimize airborne emissions (SOx, NOx, 
ODS, VOC) from ships as defined by Annex VI of the 1997 MARPOL Protocol which came into effect in 
May 2005.

These regulations stemmed from concerns about the contribution of the shipping industry to "local 
and global air pollution and environmental problems." By July 2010 a revised more stringent Annex VI 
was enforced with significantly tightened emissions limits.

New international regulations limiting sulfur in fuels for ocean-going vessels, set to take effect in 
2020, have further implications for both refiners and vessel operators at a time of high uncertainty in 
future crude oil prices, which will be a major factor in their decisions.

Vessels must reduce the maximum amount of sulfur and other pollutants present in marine fuels used on 
the open seas from 3.5% by weight to 0.5% by weight by 2020. 



Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECAs) or 
Emission Control Areas (ECAs)



Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECAs) or 
Emission Control Areas (ECAs)

Refiner Options:

Make a new fuel by increasing the supply of lower-sulfur blendstocks to the bunker fuel by: 
diverting more low sulfur distillates into the bunker fuel market or use low sulfur intermediate 
refinery feedstocks in bunker blends. In both cases, care is required to assure that new fuels 
continue to meet specifications for use in marine engines. Many challenges with global fuel 
requirements!

Refiners have the additional challenge of what to do with the high sulfur residual oil that can no 
longer be blended into bunker fuel. Adding capacity to desulfurize residual oil is one option, but 
the economics do not currently appear to be attractive. An alternative strategy is to build or 
expand refinery units that take heavy hydrocarbons, such as residual oil, and upgrade them into 
lighter, more valuable products, but this would require large investments. In either of these 
cases, refineries would be faced with investments and costs that are acceptable only if there is 
certainty of future demand from the shipping industry.



Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECAs) or 
Emission Control Areas (ECAs)

Vessel Operator Options:

Vessel operators also have several choices for compliance with the new IMO sulfur limits. For example, IMO 
regulations allow for the installation of scrubbers, which remove pollutants from ships exhaust, allowing them to 
continue to use higher-sulfur fuels. Some ship owners that operate primarily in coastal areas, such as cruise lines 
and ferries, opted to install scrubbers on their vessels as the new ECA regulations came into force. The possibility 
of widespread scrubber installations, which would allow for continued use of higher sulfur residual oils, could 
make refiners hesitant about making large investments to build refining units capable of upgrading the residual 
oils. 

Ships also have the option of switching to new lower sulfur blends or to non-petroleum based fuels. Some newer 
ships and some currently being built have engines that would allow them to use liquefied natural gas (LNG) rather 
than petroleum-based products. However, the infrastructure to support use of LNG as a shipping fuel is currently 
limited in both scale and availability.

Vessel operators and shippers will also likely be faced with the higher costs as the sulfur content in marine fuels 
decreases and the role of distillate in the bunker fuel market increases. (Figure 3). 

What will happen? Ship operators are telling us they’ll run Diesel Gasoil as retro-fitting scrubbers and or making 
engine changes to run LNG are expensive options.



Price differential between 



The problem!



Business Development
MSW Trans-loading

Bio Mass to Energy (Heat and Power)

Bio Gas to Transportation Fuel (Landfill gas converted to CNG)



Thank you!

Questions?



“Caution and common sense are continuing 

requirements for safe navigation” 

U.S. Coast Pilot, Chapter 1



Peacock Spit

Clatsop Spit

Cape Disappointment



Scripps Wave Buoy

Pilot boat 

boarding area



Three questions asked for every ship

1. Is it safe for the ship



2. Can I get on or off?



3. Can the boat or helicopter crew get home?



Factors to consider
• Ability to maneuver

– Vessel type (hull shape & rudder)

– Horse Power

– Draft

• Under Keel Clearance
– Draft, Swell Height and Period

– Vessel length compared to swell period

• Pilot transfer
– Can I get on or off?

– Is it safe for the boat or helicopter



Components of Under Keel Clearance

Survey allowance





2.4m

0.9m

1.2m

2.8m

Tidal Current (3.0kn)

Swell (1.7m Hm0)

FLOOD

Tidal Current (5.0kn)

Swell (2.8m Hm0)

Offshore Swell height = 2m, period = 14 seconds

EBB

PostPanamax

Handymax

Wave Response



Deep Ship plowing through a swell



Light ship jumping over a swell



Weather considerations

• Swell & sea height

• Swell period

• Current – flood or ebb

• Wind speed & direction

• Coastal jet

• Storm timing



46005

287 nm @ 19 hrs

46089

71 nm @ 5 hrs

46029

18 nm @ 1 hr

46243

46050

92 nm @ 6 hrs

46041

46248



NDBC Buoy 46029

http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/images/stations/3m.jpg


CDIP Waverider Buoy



NDBC Buoy 46T29





Height comparison



Restricted Navigation Area (RNA)



Communications
• Impending storm

– NWS calls when:
• Winds are anticipated to be over 50 kts

• Seas are anticipated to be above 20 ft

• Prime conditions for a coastal jet

– USCG should notify the pilots that they might be closing the 
bar

• When we suspend service
– Bar Status is changed: Green, Yellow, Red

– Triggers email from the Merchants Exchange

– Phone call the USCG Command Center

• When USCG closes the bar
– We would appreciate a phone call

– Bar pilots should call command center during the day with 
anticipated vessel movements



Bar Status

Merchant Exchange Email Notifications



Impact of ship delays

• Ship - $4,000 to $70,000 per day 

• Terminal operating costs

• Six trains to load one grain ship

• Train - $11,000 penalty per day

• Added congestion to rail system

• Originating facility operating costs



BAR CLOSURE PILOTING 

ISSUES:

Inbound Vessels

• Pilots can be immediately responsive to changes in 
bar conditions for inbound vessels

• Weather on the bar can be monitored with the 
helicopter or boat as well as buoys and reports from 
ships.

• Pilots can be put aboard with helicopter in severe 
conditions if safe to pass over bar.

• Lead time is generally about 2 hours.



Vessel Traffic Management



BAR CLOSURE PILOTING 

ISSUES:

Outbound issues

• Bar condition forecasts must be at least 
10 hours prior to setting a ship to sail.

• There is a lack of available deep 
anchorages to hold ships that have 
already sailed.















Bar closures are for safety

Opening the bar is for economic reasons



Astoria Anchorages

• No Tugs

• Limited space to reposition

• Difficult to board in rough seas



Astoria North Anchorage, Astoria South Anchorage, Rice Island Anchorage





Astoria Anchorages

Evacuation in High Winds

Factors considered:
• Sustained storm force winds or greater

• Wind direction

• How full is the anchorage

• How many pilots are available (River and Bar)

• Availability of upriver anchorages or lay berths

• Difficulty boarding in rough seas

• Timing





Safe Ports 
don’t happen 
by accident.



Merchants Exchange of Portland

Robin Wright
Communications & Administrative Services Manager



Sector Columbia River

MSU Portland, Oregon

USCG Industry Brief



THANK YOU!

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING IMMEDIATELY 
FOLLOWING THE INDUSTRY LUNCHEON

Columbia River Steamship Operators’ Association, Inc.
200 SW Market Street, Suite 190

Portland, Oregon 97201

admin@crsoa.net

www.crsoa.net

Kate Mickelson, Executive Director

kate@crsoa.net     503.505.3008

Hannah Milnes, Director of Member Services

hannah@crsoa.net     971.280.3905


